
The 0930 to Korotich AAR by Roger Burley 

 Hauptmann Seylidtz moved his small group of Pioneers, MGs, and ATGs towards the rail station 
he was charged with defending.  The station sat on the only railroad into the Kharkhov bulge  The 
adjacent village is abandoned and did not need to be defended, given his meager forces, it will be 
sacrificed.  Hauptmann Seylidtz’s Battalion Commander promised some armor and possibly one of the 
few Stukas. 

 

 

 The Russians were serious about cutting the rail line at the train station.  The colonel sent 
Captain Chekov’s SMG infantry company and Captain Suri’s T34 company with an accompanying Light 
Tank (T70) platoon to secure the station and push further south to meet other Soviet forces moving 
north to pinch off the salient.   

N 



  

Initial setup 

 The sunflower fields to the north would hide the infantry's approach.  The Russians used the 
village and woods to the east and west to shield their armored approach.  Many of the infantry squads 
rode on the back of tanks or in back of trucks for the approach. 

 

West    Center    East 

 Both sides started trying to contact higher HQ for off board artillery support. 

 

N 



The Russian center SMG Platoon proceeded through the 
sunflowers with an ATR and a Maxim following as best they could.  
Although hidden from view in the sunflower field, the going was slow.  The 
center armor section included a two M17 MGMC Quad .50 cal AAA section  

 

EAST 

 

 The first action occurred in the east, with the force 
tasked to take the mid-board high ground before proceeding 
to the rail line and turning west to the train station.  As they 
approached and started to bring the hillock under 
observation, they were also being watched.   

 

 

Combined with an LMG, the Pak 38 ATG fired three rounds, 
causing the lead T34 to be immobilized and forcing the crew to 
bailout.  The LMG position was revealed, but the Russian forces 
were not close enough to spot the ATG position. 

 

 

The other tanks and trucks carrying 
infantry advanced to the woods, dismounted 
their troops to assault the hill from the 
woods and then to charged across the road 
and up the hill.  To help cover its dash out 
into the field and to get a shot at the hillock, 
the second tank edged to the corner of the 
woods and fired a smoke round.  The SMG 
platoon double timed through the woods to 
the edge, where they took up firing positions 
and fired on the LMG position which was 
just within the effective range of their SMGs. 

 



 The SMG volume of fire was heavy enough to suppress the LMG and force the ATG to fire all its 
HE rounds into the woods.  This brought increased attention to its position.  To mask its approach to the 
hillock outside the ATG firing arc, one of the remaining western T34s fired another smoke round in the 
vicinity of the road. 

 

 

Masked by the edge of the woods and smoke, the other T34 moved 
to point blank range.  It could now spot the ATG position and bring it 
under fire. 

 

The Pak 38 rotated to address the 
T34 just across the road between 
the woods and the smoke, but 
not in time to save the 
suppressed LMG team or itself 
from suppression, as they came 
under fire from the T34 and an 
unsuppressed SMG squad.  The 
other remaining T34 maneuvered 
between the smoke to fire at the 

hillock.  Then the 
German mortar 
spotting round 
arrived.   

Followed by 4 HE 
rounds that 
decimated the 
Russian SMG 
platoon. 

 Fortunately 
for the Pak 38, the fire from the T34s could not eliminate it,as  the casualties were slight and 
suppression was short.  The T34s paid a high price, as both were brewed up.  First the one nearest the 
woods and then the other half way between the woods and a farm on the road. 



       

 

Only the empty truck remained, 
otherwise, the entire eastern Russian force was 
eliminated. 

Only a half strength Pak 38 remained, and it started rotating the gun towards the west to cover the 
center around the village.  Only 3 rounds of AP remained. 

 

CENTER 

    

 By this time in the center,the forward SMG squads were approaching the church and Captain 
Suri’s T34 and light tank platoon of 3xT70s.  The OBA of 8cm mortars started to deliver 12 smoke rounds 
into the village. 



 

 Under the cover of the smoke the Russian center forces moved into the north part of the village 
and the area around the church. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Over the next few APs, the Russians moved up the AAA halftracks and moved deeper into the 
center of the village to take up positions for the push towards the station to the south. 

 

 

Captain Chekov 

AAA 
Halftracks 



 The Maxim started setting up at the corner of the church and the ATR crawled forward to the 
south side at the picket fence and started to look for targets around the station.  Three SMG squads 
entered the eastern part of the town.  Encountering no resistance, they entered two adjacent structures 
in the southeast corner of town.  The T70 skirted around the town, and when the smoke was clearing, 
made for a small ridgeline halfway to the woods to the south.  Captain Chekov and his command tank 
(T34) followed out the east side of town. 

WEST 

 The largest group of vehicles [6xT34s and 4xTrucks] 
proceeded south through the sunflowers and along the woods 
towards a gap between the woods and the village.  As they 
approached the gap, the tanks fired three 
smoke rounds to cover the crossing.   

 

This alerted the German MMG hidden in the 
woods east of the station. 

The lead T34 
was spotted 
when it fired on 
the village. 

The last truck across the gap was spotted 
between the smoke rounds and targeted by the 
MMG.  The burst only destroyed the rear wheels - 
immobilizing the truck.  Another burst hit the same 
area as the infantry dismounted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 The whole 
column made for the 
road and then to the 
south and the corner 
of the woods.  There, 
they planned to make 
a left turn and go 
straight on towards 
the station. 

 

 

 

 

 

 The T34s were ready to return fire at an 
ATG as the second (Pak 40) had not yet revealed its 
position. 

 

 The whole 
column made it to the 
turn and around the 
corner. 

 

 Suddenly all 
eyes and guns turned 
skyward, towards the 
screaming Death From 
Above! 



Stuka! 

 From the north side of the village, both M-17 Quad .50 cals opened up.  Every SMG from the 
troops riding in the open trucks and on the tanks fired.  On the first pass the Stuka dropped 4 bombs 
(250 lbs each) on the center of the T34 group.  The tracer fire from the village caused him to jerk slightly 
spoiling his aim.  Two bombs dropped into the woods to the left of the column and 2 dropped in the rear 
amidst the trucks destroying the trucks and suppressing the infantry riding in the back.  

 

View through the bomb sight! 

 

 

Unknown to everyone but Hauptmann 
Seylidtz, the two bombs in the woods landed without 
striking anything.  Unfortunately, they landed almost 
on top of the veteran pioneer squad, decimating it 
and causing significant casualties to the PAK 40 
(survived with just over 50%) 

 

 The Stuka made 4 more passes, although the AAA 
drove him off on the third run.  During these runs the 
suppressed infantry rallied.  The tanks fired two volleys of 
smoke near the turn in the rail tracks just prior to station, as 
there was the sound of armor coming from the south (off 
board).  For the Stuka, the AAA section was a real threat, but 
his mission was to destroy the tanks and supporting infantry.  
One of the AAA tracks jammed for 2 APs until the gunner 
could clear it and get it back in action for the last Stuka pass. 

 

 

 

 



 

 The T34s continued to move forward.  Two 
tanks held back to pickup some of the rallied infantry.  
As they approached the rail line, the Stuka made its 
last pass and finally scored a kill.  One SMG squad and 
the platoon commander headed for the sound of an 
ATG firing on the other side of the woods. 

 

 

               CENTER 

 As the Stuka was leaving he spotted a tank in the middle of the center field and several others 
emerging from the village.  These tanks were the T70s and Captain Suri’s T34. 

 Over the next 5 APs, the 3 T70s were hit by the damaged Pak 40, even though they were in a 
hull down behind a small ridge in the field.  The Pak 40 at the same elevation in the small wood covered 
ridge to the south.  Watching the destruction of the light tanks, Captain Chekov called in mortars on the 
woods in the area that he suspected the ATG was located. 

      

 Captain Suri traded shots with the Pak 38 on the far hillock, neither getting a significant hit.  The 
Pak 38 expended its last three rounds.  Fortunately, the gun was turned in the right direction for only 1 
crewman remained.  In addition Capt Suri engaged the German MMG east of the station in the woods. 

 The marking round landed just after the third T70 was destroyed and it was on target.  Though it 
missed the intended target, a foxhole was revealed, and it did land close enough to take out the Pak 40. 



 The ATR in the church yard watched a StG III come up the road and turn into the train station 
setting up a perfect flank shot.  The ATR fired 4 rounds before it was spotted by the German sniper.  The 
ATR team and adjacent Maxim team returned fire and the sniper stopped firing (eliminated or retreated 
– either was great).  Unfortunately, this brought them to the attention of the MMG team, which 
eliminated the ATR team with one burst and caused casualties in the Maxim team with another.  Capt 
Suri rotated his main gun back to the area of the MMG after the ATG on the far hillock fell silent.  
Several machine gun rounds hit the MMG position suppressing it, good thing as he was out of HE. 

As the smoke cleared, it revealed two T34s 
closing on the station.  One got over the rail line and 
another was skirting the line.   

Behind, three other T34s were getting around 
the burning T34 hit by the Stuka.  The forward tank 
bogged on the track grade and tried to extract itself, but 
in the process managed to get a piece of rail track 
imbedded in the tracks springing the track from the right 
side of the tank. 

 

The StG III in the station fired at the center T34 but 
missed.  The T34 fired and hit the StG III.  With only a 5% 
chance of penetration (which Stan rolled) the StG III was 
eliminated.  

On the other side of the station, Capt Chekov noted 
the machine gun fire at the woods, but no HE.  He thought, 
"The tank must be out of rounds."  So, he moved his mortar 
aimpoint to the middle of the woods and called in the 
mission. 

The platoon leader and one squad arrived at the foxholes in the woods expecting to have to 
close assault them.  Instead, there were body parts everywhere, and across the opening, they saw the 
up angled barrel of an ATG. 

The mortars arrived, eliminating the MMG and the 3 pioneer squads located there with 4 well 
placed rounds (the last mortars available to the Russians). 

 

 

 



Back at the station the last remaining StG III and the 2 forward T34s exchanged fire for several 
APs (both had hull down positions from the raised rail line of the loading dock).  The StG III failed to get a 
hit.  Finally, one of the T34s scored a hit, again with a 5% chance of penetration and Stan rolled another 
05! 

    

 

The last two T34s (carrying the infantry they picked up from the destroyed trucks) drove right up 
to the station and the SMG squads dismounted, only to find empty buildings.   

Back in the eastern sector, the empty truck made a quick dash into the village to pick up an SMG 
squad, before heading to the station.  The other SMG squads and Captain Checkov, hitched a ride on the 
AAA tracks to the station, and the remaining infantry from the west side converged on the station.  

Taking stock, the Russians had Capt Suri with 5 tanks (no HE or smoke remaining), 2 AAA tracks 
(critically low on ammo), one truck to carry infantry, Capt Chekov with 3 undamaged SMG squads, 2 
damaged squads, and an ATR team.  They cleared the station and the tanks, 2 AAA tracks, and the truck 
(with an undamaged squad) headed south (met victory conditions).  Capt Chekov stayed at the station 
and took up defensive positions with the remaining force to ensure the Germans did not retake the 
station. 

 

Capt Seylidtz remained in the woods west of the station awaiting an opportunity to retake the 
station with his HQ section and the second LMG.  If he could reach them, the mortar battery still had 6 
HE rounds and 3 smoke rounds – more than enough to destroy the station. 

 


